KENDALL COLLEGE LIBRARY - LIBRARY RESERVES FORM

Kendall College Library acknowledges and encourages the appropriate use (i.e., reproduction, distribution, performance and display) of copyrighted works for teaching, scholarship and research purposes consistent with federal copyright law and the standards of fair use.

*Faculty Name: ___________________________    *Preferred Phone:________________
*Ferris Email:___________________________       *Campus office number_____________
*Course Code:______      *Course Name:________________________________________

PLEASE COMPLETE INFORMATION FOR EACH ITEM SUBMITTED

1. _____Personal Copy      _______ Library Copy  ______Syllabus
   Book /Article / Media Title__________________________________________________
   Author________________________________ Call number___________________
   Reserve Loan Period: _______ 2 hour in-library use only (frequently recommended).
   ______   4-hour   _______  overnight     ______ 2 day
   Dates for item to be on Reserve:
   Start ____________________     End    ________________________
   Additional instructions:

2. _____Personal Copy      _______ Library Copy  ______Syllabus
   Book /Article / Media Title__________________________________________________
   Author________________________________ Call number___________________
   Reserve Loan Period: _______ 2 hour in-library use only (frequently recommended).
   ______   4-hour   _______  overnight     ______ 2 day
   Dates for item to be on Reserve:
   Start ____________________     End    ________________________
   Additional instructions:

3. _____Personal Copy      _______ Library Copy  ______Syllabus
   Book /Article / Media Title__________________________________________________
   Author________________________________ Call number___________________
   Reserve Loan Period: _______ 2 hour in-library use only (frequently recommended).
   ______   4-hour   _______  overnight     ______ 2 day
   Dates for item to be on Reserve:
   Start ____________________     End    ________________________
   Additional instructions: